
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE  

CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE NON-DOMESTIC RATES (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM ANONYMOUS 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to raise my strong concerns and opposition to the proposed changes being 
put forward in Section 10 of the Non Domestic Rates (Scotland) Bill that will see 
independent schools in Scotland (structured as Charities) lose their eligibility to attract 
relief from NDR, following proposals raised by the Barclay Report and commissioned 
by the present Scottish Government. 

I am father to three children who all attend an independent school in Haddington, East 
Lothian (Compass School). 

My wife and I have taken this decision not only because we can but after much 
consideration of local government schools. 

We are very concerned about what we witnessed in local state schools including 
class sizes and the lack of focussed assistance/support   for reading difficulties such 
as that experienced by two of our children. 

We have made this choice for our children but the result is in doing so we 
forego buying our own home, annual holidays, birthday and Christmas gifts, indeed 
we pretty much “beggar ourselves" to send our children to a good school. 

Any change that will see the cost of independent schooling increase more than annual 
cpi will see us having to make difficult decisions. This is because what is already a 
significant annual financial commitment will become unaffordable.  And the wider issue 
for Government will be that it will not just the likes of me but highly likely many other 
families caught in the same position across Scotland. 

It does not take a private school education to see that if 10% of the estimated 30 000 
children currently studying in independent schools in Scotland were pushed into the 
state system at an estimated annual cost of £6 500 that this would dwarf the revenue 
raised by extracting the NDR relief to Scotland's independent schools. 

With independent schools quite literally being hung out to dry it is difficult to see this 
proposal being anything other than "populist politics", which raises continuing 
concerns about this present governments' ability to govern in Scotland. 

One final al thought, should this bill be promulgated then changes to the current VAT 
regime need also be addressed such that full VAT exemption afforded to 
government schools becomes the norm for independent schools in Scotland too. 
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